In the theory of the partitions of numbers the order of occurrence of the parts is immaterial. Compositions of numbers are merely partitions in which the order of the parts is essential. In the nomen clature I have followed H. J. S. Smith and J. W. L. Glaisher. W hat are called " unipartite " numbers are such as may be taken to enumerate undistinguished objects. " Multipartite " numbers enu merate objects which are distinguished from one another to any given extent; and the objects are appropriately enumerated by an ordered assemblage of integers, each integer being a unipartite number which specifies the number of objects of a particular k ind; and such assemblage constitutes a multipartite number. The 1st lection treats of the compositions of unipartite numbers both analytially and graphically. The subject is of great simplicity and is , nll given as a suitable introduction to the more difficult theory, ronnected with multipartite numbers, which is developed m the lUThedinvestigation arose in an interesting manner. In the theory of the partitions of integers, certain partitions came under view which may be defined as possessing the-property of myolvmg a partition of every lower integer in a unique manner. These have been termed " perfect partitions," and it was curious that their enumeration proved to be identical with that of certain expressions which were obviously " compositions " of multipartite numbers.
The 2nd Section 3 is taken up with the graphical representation of bipartite P ' numbers. A reticulation is formed which consists of a series o= P 8 points through each of which straight lines pass in two definite*"5 directions, the boundary of the whole being a parallelogram.
The figure AB is the graph of the number 54. A composition of t this number is defined by fixing nodes a t certain points which possess the property th at no point is at once above and to the left of any other point; the parallelogram between adjacent nodes is the graph of a certain number, and in passing through the nodes in succession from A to B an ordered assemblage of numbers is found which con stitutes a composition of the number which is represented by the whole graph.
T his conception leads to theorems of a new kind which are general ised in Section 4 to include tripartite and multipartite numbers. This section is the most important part of the investigation. I t is established that .. . The geometrical method of " trees " finds here a place, and, lastly, there is the fundamental algebraic identity-Presents.
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